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Abstract— In this study, a deep-learning-based multi-stage
network architecture called Multi-Stage Depth Prediction Net-
work (MSDPN) is proposed to predict a dense depth map
using a 2D LiDAR and a monocular camera. Our proposed
network consists of a multi-stage encoder-decoder architecture
and Cross Stage Feature Aggregation (CSFA). The proposed
multi-stage encoder-decoder architecture alleviates the partial
observation problem caused by the characteristics of a 2D
LiDAR, and CSFA prevents the multi-stage network from
diluting the features and allows the network to learn the inter-
spatial relationship between features better. Previous works use
sub-sampled data from the ground truth as an input rather than
actual 2D LiDAR data. In contrast, our approach trains the
model and conducts experiments with a physically-collected 2D
LiDAR dataset. To this end, we acquired our own dataset called
KAIST RGBD-scan dataset and validated the effectiveness and
the robustness of MSDPN under realistic conditions. As verified
experimentally, our network yields promising performance
against state-of-the-art methods. Additionally, we analyzed the
performance of different input methods and confirmed that the
reference depth map is robust in untrained scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional perception plays a key role in both
robotics and computer vision fields, such as Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM), autonomous driving,
object recognition, and scene understanding [1], [2]. Many
research works have utilized a 3D LiDAR sensor [3], [4] for
its high accuracy and long maximum measurement. However,
since 3D LiDARs are cost-prohibitive, other existing several
depth sensors, e.g. stereo cameras, structured-light-based
depth sensors, are also utilized in many tasks as inexpensive
alternatives [5]–[8]. Among them, 2D LiDAR sensors are
often exploited on mobile robot platforms, since they can not
only perceive surroundings with a wide field of view but also
have high accuracy thanks to their laser-based measurement
principle [9], [10].
In the meanwhile, numerous researchers in computer vi-
sion have conducted studies to use a monocular camera for
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depth estimation due to its low cost, lightweight, and energy-
efficiency [11]. Particularly, with the rapid development
of research in deep learning, many learning-based studies
have been proposed for depth prediction using monocular
cameras [12]–[14], producing significant results. However,
these approaches have a global scale ambiguity issue: depth
estimation from the network might be unreliable for robotics
applications since monocular images cannot provide global-
scale measurements directly [14], [15].
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Fig. 1. An overview of the proposed learning-based frame-
work.
To alleviate this issue, some researchers have conducted
depth completion tasks, a.k.a sparse-to-dense depth conver-
sion [16]–[18]. Using sparse depth on the image plane, they
not only mitigate scale ambiguity but also show significant
improvement in depth prediction. Ma and Karaman [17]
conducted thorough analysis on the performance of the deep
neural network with different number of sparse depth and
suggested many applications. Lee et al. [16] and Zhang
and Funkhouser [19] suggested novel deep feature-guided
methods. Cheng et al. [18] suggested efficient spatial feature
propagation module and showed promising performance im-
provement.
By extension, Liao et al. [15] and Yin et al. [20] suggested
novel methods for predicting depth using an image and
2D LiDAR scans to mitigate the limitation of 2D LiDAR
scans: extremely limited vertical field of view. Unlike sparse-
to-dense works, the authors reported that the network can
hardly learn useful information from the projected depth
image generated by 2D laser scans due to the extremely
partially sparse distribution, i.e. most range measurements
are concentrated horizontally on the image plane. Besides,
Liao et al. argued that coexistence of zero-padded values,
which are kind of boolean values to denote whether the laser
range data are projected or not, and valid depth values might
confuse the network.
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For these reasons, Liao et al. [15] introduced a novel input-
level depth information propagation method, called reference
depth map, which is generated by extending projected 2D
observations in the image plane along the gravity direc-
tion. Through the reference depth map and their proposed
networks, they resolved the partial observation issues and
showed prominent performance improvement.
In this paper, a multi-stage network with Cross Stage Fea-
ture Aggregation (CSFA) module called Multi-Stage Depth
Prediction Network (MSDPN) is proposed as shown in
Fig. 1. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first approach
that applies multi-stage architecture to mitigate the partial
observation problem in realistic environments and, in contrast
with previous works [15], [20], it utilizes a physically-
collected 2D LiDAR dataset. Unlike previous single-stage
networks which downsample and upsample the feature only
once, the MSDPN employs the network-level depth infor-
mation propagation method to propagate partially distributed
spatial information in the feature to upward and downward
regions through repeated upsampling and downsampling.
The contribution of this paper is threefold:
• The multi-stage network on which CSFAs are attached
is proposed to allow the neural network to prevent
saturation and to learn the inter-spatial relationship of
the features so that the MSDPN yields the better and
acceptable depth map compared to previous approaches
with fewer number of parameters.
• Unlike previous works which use sub-sampled data as
if they were obtained from an actual 2D LiDAR, this
paper has trained the model and conducted research
using a physically collected dataset from a 2D LiDAR.
Accordingly, we established an indoor dataset using
a 2D LiDAR and a RGB-D camera, called KAIST
RGBD-scan dataset.
• We also verify how each component of the MSDPN
affects the performance in the ablation study. Next, the
performance comparison with different number of laser
scans and different types of input method are investi-
gated. Finally, we suggest an appropriate input method
for each 2D LiDAR sensor in realistic applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the method for projecting laser scans on the image
plane which is utilized in acquiring KAIST RGBD-scan
dataset. Section III presents our proposed multi-stage neural
network in detail. Section IV describes the experiments, and
Section V examines the experimental results. Finally, Section
VI summarizes our contributions and describes future works.
II. SENSOR SYSTEMS
In this section, the characteristics of the sensor system
which consists of a 2D LiDAR and a monocular camera
will be examined, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Specifically, the
method for projecting 2D LiDAR scans onto the image
plane of the RGB camera is explained, which is utilized in
acquiring KAIST RGBD-scan dataset (See Section IV.A),
and the distribution of the laser scan hits on the image plane
is analyzed. For simplicity, we use proj-d for the projected
depth image, RGB for the RGB image, and ref-d for the
reference depth map [15].
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. (a) An overview of the system. (b) A visualized
example where the projected depth (proj-d) is overlapped
on the image.
To project laser scans on the image plane, the extrinsic
and intrinsic parameters should be estimated. Let pl =
(xl, yl, zl)T and pc = (xc, yc, zc)T be each point in the
2D LiDAR coordinate system and in the camera coordinate
system, respectively. Let us denote a rigid body transforma-
tion as T ∈ SE(3) that consists of corresponding rotation
R ∈ SO(3) and translation t ∈ R3. The relationship between
pc and pl can be formulated as:
pc = Rpl + t. (1)
Next, according to a pinhole camera model, pc is pro-
jected onto the ppixel = (u, v)T by triangulation, where
ppixel denotes the pixel coordinate in the image plane. The
corresponding equations are as follows:
s
uv
1
 = Kpc =
fx α cx0 fy cy
0 0 1
xcyc
zc
 (2)
where K is the camera’s intrinsic matrix consisting of focal
lengths fx, fy , a principal point (cx, cy)T , and a skew
coefficient α. s denotes the scale factor of the image plane.
It should be noted that the scans located beyond the field of
view (FOV) of the camera are filtered out.
In short, when value of yc is not large, i.e. when a 2D
LiDAR sensor is deployed close to a camera on the y-axis of
the camera coordinate, v value is close to cy in the majority
of points. For example, in KAIST RGBD-scan dataset, the
mean and the standard deviation of the minimum v positions
on the image plane are 101.2 and 8.8, respectively when the
input size is resized to 304×228. Furthermore, the top 90%
(10th percentile) exists between 89 and 117 on the v-axis.
III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
In this section, our proposed Multi-Stage Depth Prediction
Network (MSDPN) will be explained. Specifically, we intro-
duce multi-stage encoder-decoder-based network and Cross
Stage Feature Aggregation (CSFA) to propagate features to
the next stage for more well-described features. The encoding
part is based on ResNet-18 [21], whose last average pooling
and linear transformation layer are neglected, and UpProj
Res-18
UpProj
. . .  
UpProj_Cat
CSFA
Fig. 3. Our Multi-Stage Depth Prediction Network (MS-
DPN). The networks is composed of a) multi-stage U-
shaped architecture whose backbone is ResNet-18 and b)
Cross Stage Feature Aggregation (zoomed-in Figure 4) (best
viewed in color).
[22] and UpProj_Cat [18] are used in the decoder part.
The single module structure itself does not have novelty,
but it is the first time to apply it in a multi-stage encoder-
decoder network with CSFA to resolve the partial observation
issues effectively. Besides, through the ablation study, it is
shown that the modules not only require fewer parameters
but also show better performance compared to single-stage
architectures (See Section V.B and Table III)
A. Multi-stage Architecture
As illustrated in Fig. 3, our multi-stage network consists
of N encoder-decoder-based neural networks. Compared to
a single-stage network, which extracts representative features
in the down sampling process and recovers the lost informa-
tion in the upsampling procedure only once, a multi-stage
architecture is able to estimate the final depth with the refined
feature. The aforementioned partial observation problem,
where 2D laser scans are mostly located horizontally on the
center of the image, causes spatial information imbalance of
the feature. In other words, only the features in the middle
contain actual range information directly obtained by the
laser scans, whereas the other features are extracted by RGB.
For example, many single-stage studies utilize the ResNet-
50 [21] as the backbone [16]–[18]. When the input is fed
into the ResNet-50-based architecture for KAIST RGBD-
scan dataset, the direct depth cues completely propagate
from the middle to the upward and downward regions of
feature after passing through conv4_x. That is to say,
the spatial information is completely propagated when the
feature reaches the final layer of the encoder part.
Unlike single-stage architectures, our multi-stage networks
consist of a number of encoder-decoder architectures, so
the depth information within feature becomes less uneven
due to the repeated upsampling and downsampling. As a
consequence, this repetition alleviates the partial observation
issue so that relatively well-balanced feature compared to
that of single-stage networks could help the network predict
refined depth.
B. Cross Stage Feature Aggregation
. . .   . . .   . . .   
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Fig. 4. The procedure of the Cross Stage Feature Aggre-
gation, especially between the first and second stages. The
colored part (Part A) denotes the region where valid laser
range information is propagated directly to the feature (best
viewed in color).
Despite the well-balanced feature by using the multi-stage
architecture, the architecture is associated with potential
risks: it might undergo saturation and thus become vulnerable
to diluting the information during repeated up and down
sampling [23]. Thus, we adopted the Cross Stage Feature
Aggregation (CSFA), which is inspired by [21], [24] to
alleviate this problem as follows:
Xn,k = Xn,k− ⊕ (φ(Xn−1,k)⊕ ψ(Yn−1,k)) (3)
where φ(·) and ψ(·) are learnable transformations, i.e. 1×1
convolution, ⊕ is element-wise addition, Xn,k denotes the
input feature of each k-th block of ResNet-18 in the n-th
stage, and Yn,k denotes the output feature of each k-th block
of decoder in the n-th stage, respectively. k− is the output
feature of (k − 1)-th block of the encoder.
As shown in Fig. 4, prior features from the encoder and
decoder are introduced to the encoder part of the next stage.
By propagating multi-scale features from early stages to the
current stage, CSFA can a) prevent the network from diluting
the feature and b) allow it to learn better the inter-spatial
relationship between features.
C. Loss Function
To train the proposed network, different L1 term is used
based on the types of the input method, i.e. proj-d or
ref-d. When proj-d is taken as an input, the loss function
is defined as follows:
Lr =
∥∥∥κ{D>0} · (D − Dˆ)∥∥∥
1
(4)
where D is the ground truth depth and Dˆ is the estimated
depth. κ denotes a pixel-wise filter that is equal to one when
the pixel value of ground truth is available or zero otherwise.
On the contrary, when ref-d is taken as an input, the
loss function is defined as follows:
Lr =
∥∥∥κ{D>0} · (D − (Dˆres +R))∥∥∥
1
(5)
where Dˆres is the predicted residual depth from the end part
of our network and R indicates ref-d.
Cao et al. [25] argued that the softmax classification loss,
Lc, was better than Lr and Liao et al. [15] demonstrated
that the tightly coupled loss term between Lr and Lc was
better than Lc only. However, we noticed that only using
Lr showed better performance than using combination of
the classification loss terms Lc and Lr from [15] in realistic
environments (see Section V.A for its rationale).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Dataset
KAIST RGBD-scan Dataset Synchronized RGB-D and
2D LiDAR scan data were collected to evaluate accuracy
and applicability of the experiment in physical indoor en-
vironments. Data were collected by a mobile robot loaded
with Intel RealSense D435i [26] and Hokuyo UST-20LX
[27], as shown in Fig. 1. Sampling frequency of the RGB-D
sensor was dropped to 15Hz followed by post-processing of
the collected data to remove overlapping scenes. Our dataset
consists of 14,143 training data for 99 scenes and 1,042 test
data for 53 scenes, all of which were acquired from KAIST
campus. Note that the distinct interior design of individual in-
campus buildings makes the indoor scenes of KAIST much
appropriate for a dataset.
KITTI Odometry Dataset Unfortunately, RealSense
D435i depth sensor is too noisy to be qualified as a ground
truth for evaluating depth prediction [28]. Thus, for clear
comparison, our network was also trained and evaluated
using KITTI [29], which is an outdoor dataset. We followed
the procedure in [17] and simulated 2D laser scans were
sub-sampled from the Velodyne 64E 3D scanner based on
[15].
NCLT Dataset The University of Michigan North Campus
Long-Term Vision and LiDAR (NCLT) dataset provides syn-
chronized 3D LiDAR scans, 2D LiDAR scans, and images
in both indoor and outdoor environments [30]. This dataset
was utilized to check which input method type, i.e. ref-d
or proj-d, is more robust under untrained scenarios. 9,733
samples from three categories (“2012-01-08”, “2012-03-25”,
“2012-05-11”) are used for the training dataset and 1,050
samples from the four categories (“2012-01-15”, “2012-03-
31”, “2012-08-04”, “2012-11-04”) were used for the test
dataset. Note that all training data were captured only in
daytime, e.g. sunny or partly cloudy weathers, whereas the
test data additionally includes some scenes with foliage
and some in snowy and cloudy weathers. Because of the
relatively small training set, the network was initialized by
the weights learned from KITTI.
B. Training the Network
To train our network, the Adam optimizer [31] was ex-
ploited for 30 epochs with learning rate of 0.0001, momen-
tum of 0.9, weight decay of 0.0001, decay rate of 0.98, and
batch size of 20. Note that weight decays for every epoch.
Our network was modeled by PyTorch and was trained with
two NVidia TITAN Xp GPUs.
C. Error Metrics
For evaluation, we followed some metrics commonly
utilized in depth prediction area [15], [17], [18]. Let Dl and
Dˆl be the ground truth and the estimated depth on each pixel
l, respectively. Then metrics are as following:
• Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE):
√
1
N
∑
l(Dˆl −Dl)2
• Mean Absolute Relative Error (REL): 1N
∑
l
|Dˆl−Dl|
Dl
• δn: percentage of Dl, such that max( DˆlDl , DlDˆl ) < δ
n, δ =
1.25 and n = 1, 2, 3.
where N is the total number of pixels.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Keep in mind that the visualization of all the sparse depth
measured from both 2D and 3D LiDAR sensors has been
magnified for ease of understanding. Originally, each range
data is represented in only one pixel. As previous works
[15]–[17] show that RGB with some sparse depth leads to
better depth prediction results compared to those from RGB
only, we instead gave more emphasis on the comparison
of encoding methods for 2D LiDAR scans, i.e. ref-d
and proj-d. Thus, the symbol RGB is omitted in front
of the symbols ref-d and proj-d for simplicity in our
discussion.
A. Ablation Study
Loss Function Through the ablation study, it is noted that
combination of the loss terms with ref-d shows more
promising performance than that with proj-d. However,
for our proposed networks, it is shown that only using Lr
leads to better performance than using combination of Lr
and Lc as shown in Table I.
TABLE I: Ablation study: performance with different loss
functions and input method types on the KAIST RGBD-scan
dataset when the number of stage N=2.
Loss Function Input method RMSE [mm] REL δ1 [%]
Lr + Lc
proj-d 540 0.122 88.4
ref-d 504 0.101 89.9
Lr only
proj-d 496 0.098 90.0
ref-d 491 0.096 90.5
Cross Stage Feature Aggregation After choosing the loss
function as Lr, the effect of CSFA on the performance is
analyzed. As depicted in Table II, it is shown that CSFA
leads to significant performance improvement.
It is shown that naïvely stacking the two networks (N=2)
demonstrates rather worse performance than having one
network (N=1). Besides, employing 1×1 convolutions en-
hances the depth accuracy and leads to larger performance
improvement than merely connecting the networks. Thus, the
result implies that CSFA mitigates the saturation issue of
multi-stage networks in depth prediction tasks.
TABLE II: Ablation study: performance comparison based
on the presence or absence of each component of CSFA on
the KAIST RGBD-scan dataset.
Stages Connection Conv. RMSE [mm] REL δ1 [%]
1×Res-18 512 0.107 89.2
2×Res-18
516 0.107 89.2
506 0.103 89.9
491 0.096 90.5
4×Res-18 485 0.098 90.0
Multi-stage Architecture As reported in Table II, the
increasing number of N leads to performance improvement.
Specifically, our 2-stage network led to 21mm improvement
over 1-stage network and obtained 491mm of RMSE. These
experiments indicate that multi-stage architecture success-
fully mitigates the partial observation issues for better depth
prediction in terms of errors. Additionally, estimated depth
from the 4-stage network has smaller errors with the reliable
geometry compared to 2-stage network, yet its performance
gain is decreased.
Impact of the number of 2D Laser Scans As reported
in Table III, taking RGB with ref-d as input led to
smaller error compared to RGB with proj-d. Accordingly,
performance analysis with different number of laser scans
are conducted on KAIST RGBD-scan dataset. As described
in Fig. 5, the ref-d outperforms proj-d with over 50% of
scan dropout. On the other hand, proj-d has a tendency to
outperform ref-d as the sample size decreases under 50%.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Performance changes with varying number of scan
samples. (a) RMSE (the lower, the better) (b) δ1 (the higher,
the better) with the scans dropout.
Thus, we could draw a conclusion that one should choose
the encoding method depending on one’s circumstances: a)
ref-d is suitable for 2D LiDARs with high resolution, e.g.
angular resolution is higher than 0.25° like Hokuyo UST-
20LX [27]. b) proj-d is suitable for those with less dense
resolution, e.g. angular resolution is lower than 1.0° like
LDS-01 sensor [32] in realistic environments.
B. Robustness on the Untrained Scenarios
(a) (b)
Fig. 6. Performances with respect to different input methods.
(a) RMSE (the lower, the better) (b) δ1 (the higher, the better)
with each date class of the test data on NCLT dataset.
In untrained scenarios, which are not included in the
train dataset, accuracy of ref-d is better on every date
as described in Fig. 6. Specifically, the ref-d outperforms
proj-d with 4.77m of RMSE and 71.83% of δ1. Especially,
the performance gap also increases on the “12-01-15” test
data, which are captured on snowy day so that there exists
huge photometric differences with the training dataset.
The visualized results are presented in Fig. 7. The tested
scenes are also included in the train dataset with different
weathers so that it becomes hard to predict depth precisely.
Both results of ref-d and proj-d imply that they both can
precisely estimate the depth of a region where the laser ac-
tually scans. However, since ref-d propagates geometrical
information gathered by the laser scan vertically, the network
with ref-d can estimate more refined depth of an image
that has objects with vertically identical depth. Thus, the
experiment shows that taking ref-d is more robust under
untrained conditions, especially for realistic environments
where geometrically structured objects are present.
C. Comparison with State-of-the-arts
Our best model investigated in Section V.A was compared
with the CNN-based state-of-the-art methods quantitatively,
Liao et al. [15], Ma and Karaman [17], and Cheng et al.
[18], trained on the KAIST RGBD-scan dataset and KITTI.
KAIST RGBD-Scan Dataset The results on KAIST
RGBD-scan dataset are reported in Table III and shown
in Fig. 8. We can see that results of [15] and [17] give
acceptable and precise depth maps, filtering out undesirable
irradiation errors caused by the characteristics of the RGB-
D camera. As reported in Table III, our MSDPN exhibits
most promising results with more sharp edges and refined
depths for both types of input. Specifically, our method yields
smaller errors with fewer parameters and FLOPs.
Furthermore, it was checked that the MSDPN propagates
the depth information effectively to upward and downward
regions so that it learns inter-spatial relationships better
than other state-of-the-arts methods. As shown in the upper
bounding box of the third row of Fig. 8, Due to its own prop-
agation method and multi-stage architecture, our MSPDN
estimates more precise depth of the region where direct depth
2012-01-08
2012-03-25
2012-05-11
2012-01-15 2012-03-31
Train data 
(Sunny/partially cloudy days without snow/foliage)
Test data 
(Included cloudy day or with snow/foliage)
Fig. 7. An overview of robustness test with different types of input method and visualized results on NCLT dataset.
(a) RGB (b) Laser scans (c) [15] (d) [17] (e) Ours (f) Ground truth
Fig. 8. Comparison of depth estimation results with state-of-the-arts on KAIST RGBD-scan dataset.
TABLE III: Comparison with state-of-the-arts on the KAIST RGBD-scan dataset
Input Method Backbone Params FLOPs Error (Lower the Better) Accuracy (Highter the better)
RMSE [mm] REL δ1 [%] δ2 [%] δ3 [%]
RGB+proj-d
Liao et al. [15] Res-50 48.7M 39.8G 640 0.132 83.8 93.7 97.0
Ma and Karaman [17] Res-50 63.6M 42.8G 504 0.102 89.7 96.0 98.0
MSDPN (Ours) 2×Res-18 47.4M 30.0G 496 0.098 90.0 96.1 98.0
RGB+ref-d
Liao et al. [15] Res-50 48.7M 39.8G 534 0.109 87.9 95.4 97.8
Ma and Karaman [17] Res-50 63.6M 42.8G 516 0.107 89.2 95.8 98.0
MSDPN (Ours) 2×Res-18 47.4M 30.0G 491 0.096 90.5 96.3 98.2
cues are missing than other single-stage networks. Therefore,
it is verified that repeated upsampling and downsampling of
feature in multiple encoder-decoder architecture mitigates the
partial observation issue.
KITTI Odometry Dataset All quantitative results for
KITTI dataset are reported in Table IV. We trained [17],
[18], and ours on KITTI. As shown in Fig. 9, the experi-
ments showed that all state-of-the-arts alleviate the global
ambiguity issue by utilizing simulated 2D LiDAR scans
compared to those that take RGB as input. Among them,
our MSDPN yields smaller RMSE and higher δ1 compared
to other methods. Furthermore, it is noted that our MSDPN
presents significant depth accuracy when taking RGB as
input compared to other methods. Therefore, we draw a
conclusion that MSDPN not only somehow addresses the
partial distribution issue effectively, but also proves itself to
be an effective way to predict depth in general.
TABLE IV: Comparison with state-of-the-arts on the KITTI
Odometry dataset. Results of RGB are quoted from [17].
Input Method RMSE [m] REL δ1 [%]
RGB
Make3D [22] 8.734 0.280 60.1
Mancini [33] 7.508 - 31.8
Eigen et al. [14] 7.156 0.190 69.2
Ma and Karaman [17] 6.266 0.208 59.1
MSDPN (Ours) 4.656 0.104 87.3
RGBd
Liao et al. [15] 4.500 0.113 87.4
Ma and Karaman [17] 4.093 0.084 91.1
Cheng et al. [18] 4.017 0.090 90.9
MSDPN (Ours) 3.834 0.090 91.5
Fig. 9. Qualitative comparison with state-of-the-arts on
KITTI (T-B): RGB, simulated 2D laser scans (proj-d),
ground truth, Cheng et al. [18], and our (best viewed in
color).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, an encoder-decoder-based multi-stage deep
learning architecture, namely Multi-Stage Depth Prediction
Network (MSDPN), has been proposed for efficient depth
prediction from 2D LiDAR scans and a monocular image.
We also suggested Cross Stage Feature Aggregation to
prevent the network from saturating and to allow the network
to learn inter-spatial relationships within the features. Our
proposed network was tested on realistic environments: using
not only the sub-sampled input data but also physically
collected dataset from a 2D LiDAR. Accordingly, through
the ablation study and the comparison with state-of-the-art
methods, the effectiveness of the MSDPN was verified and it
was shown that our proposed method yielded the most pre-
cise depth estimations both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Finally, the robustness of the different input methods are also
tested in the untrained situations.
In future works, our loss function will be investigated to
refine depth better, by introducing consistencies as suggested
in [16]. Furthermore, this approach could be applied to path
planning of mobile robot platforms. Additionally, since the
mechanism of our system is similar to the structured light
range finder systems [34], [35], we will check whether our
system is applicable to the structured light systems or not.
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